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w xWong and Agarwal 6 studied the oscillatory behavior of solutions of
the second order nonlinear difference equation
a
D a D y q q f y s r , n G 0, E .  .  . .n n nq1 nq1 n
where a is a positive quotient of odd integers or even over odd integers,
 4  4  4a is an eventually positive real sequence, q and r are real se-n n n
 .quences, and f : R ª R is continuous and nondecreasing with uf u ) 0
for u / 0.
 4We recall that a nontrivial real sequence y , n G 0, is called a solutionn
 .  4  .  4of E if y satisfies Eq. E for all n G 0. A solution y is said to ben n
oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor negative, and nonoscilla-
tory otherwise.
w xIn order to generalize the results obtained by Thandapani et al. 4 ,
w x w x  .Kulenovic and Budincevic 2 , and Thandapani and Pandian 5 to Eq. E ,
the authors used the method employed in the works of Graef and Spikes
w x w x1 and Kwang and Wong 3 for differential equations and Thandapani et
w xal. 4, 5 for difference equations and obtained five oscillation theorems for
 .Eq. E . In these theorems, the condition to be verified not only contains
 .the coefficients in Eq. E but also some additional restrictions, namely,
¡ 1ray1.G L , a - 1,~< <D y 1 .F `, a s 1,n¢ 1ray1.F L , a ) 1,
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and
< < ay1a D y q mh n ) 0, n G n G 0. 2 .  .n n 0 0
The aim of this note is to obtain some of these theorems without
 .  .restrictions 1 and 2 for the equation
< < ay1D a D y D y q q f y s r , n G 1, E .  . .ny1 ny1 ny1 n n n 1
 4  4  4where a ) 0, a , q , r , and f are as defined earlier.n n n
To prove our results, we need the following lemma, which is a general-
w xization of Lemma 2.1 of Zhang and Chen 7 .
 4LEMMA 1. Let y , n y 1 F n F n , 1 F n F n , be a positi¨ e solu-n 0 3 0 3
 .tion of E , where n and n are positi¨ e integers; n can be infinite. Assume1 0 3 3
w .that there exists an integer n g n , n such that1 0 3
ay1 n< <ya D y D y rn y1 n y1 n y1 i0 0 0 q q y i /f y f y .  .n iisn0 0
n ay11 < <a D y D y D f y .i i i iq G m , 3 . f y f y .  .i iq1isn0
w .for all n g n , n , where m is a positi¨ e number. Then1 3
ay1< <a D y D y F ymf y for all n g n , n . . .n n n n q1 1 31
For simplicity, we list the conditions used in the main results as
`
< <r - `, 4 . n
ns1
`
y` - q - `, 5 . n
ns1
` 1
s `, 6 . 1r aanns1
< <lim f u s `, 7 .  .
< <u ª`
f u y f ¨ s g u , ¨ u y ¨ for u , ¨ / 0, 8 .  .  .  .  .
 .where g is a nonnegative function such that g u, ¨ G m ) 0 for u, ¨ / 0.
We begin with the following theorem, which is similar to Theorem 3.1 of
w x  .  . `6 without assuming the conditions 1 , 8 , and  1ra s `.ns1 n
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 .  .  4THEOREM 2. Let conditions 4 ] 7 hold, and let y be a nonoscillatoryn
 . < <solution of Eq. E such that lim inf y ) 0. Then1 nª` n
` ay1< <a D y D y D f y .n n n n
- ` 9 . f y f y .  .n nq1nsn0
and
ay1 ` ay1< < < <a D y D y a D y D y D f y .n n n i i i is f y f y f y .  .  .nq1 i iq1isnq1
` riq q y , n G n G 1. 10 . i 0 /f y .iisnq1
< <Proof. Since, lim inf y ) 0, there exists an integer n G 1 andnª` n 0
< < <  . <m ,m ) 0 such that y G m and f y G m for n G n . Then it1 2 n 1 n 2 0
 .follows from 4 that
n n nr r 1s s
< <F F r F m , n G n , 11 .   s 3 0f y f y m .  .s s 2ssn ssn ssn0 0 0
where m is a finite positive constant.3
 .  .  .Suppose that 9 does not hold. Then, in view of 5 and 11 , we see that
 .  4condition 3 is satisfied for n G n G n . Suppose that y is positive for1 0 n
n G n . Applying Lemma 1, we obtain1
< < ay1a D y D y F ymf y and D y - 0 .n n n n q1 n1
< < ay1  .afor n G n . Since D y D y s y yD y , we have1 n n n
ny1
1ra 1ray F y y mf y 1ra , . . n n n q1 s1 1
ssn1
 .which in view of condition 6 contradicts the fact that y ) 0 for alln
 4n G n . The case when y is negative for n G n follows by a similar1 n 1
 .argument. Hence, 9 is proved.
 .  .Dividing Eq. E by f y and summing it from n to n, we obtaion1 n 0
< < ay1a D y D yn n n
f y .nq1
n n ay1< < < <a D y r a D y D y D f y .n y1 n y1 i i i i i0 0s y q y y i /f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n i i iq1isn isn0 0 0
` ` ay1< <r a D y D y D f y .i i i i is b q q y q , i /f y f y f y .  .  .i i iq1isnq1 isnq1
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where
` ` ay1< < < <a D y r a D y D y D f y .n y1 n y1 i i i i i0 0b s y q y y . i /f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n i i iq1isn isn0 0 0
The rest of the proof can be modelled as that of Lemma 2.2 of Zhang
w xand Chen 7 and hence the details are omitted.
 .Next we obtain a sufficient condition for the oscillation of Eq. E1
subject to the condition
g u , ¨ rf ay1.r a u G l ) 0 for u , ¨ / 0. 12 .  .  .
 .  .We note that if 4 and 5 hold, then
`
< <h n s q y l r , n G n , .  .0 s s 0
ssnq1
 .is finite for any positive constant l. Assume that h n G 0 for sufficiently0
large n. Define, for a positive integer m, the following series:
`
aq1.r a 1rah n s h s ra .  .1 0 s
ssnq1
and
 .aq1 ra` h s q lh s .  .0 m
h n s . . mq 1 1raasssnq1
 .Condition H . For every l ) 0, there exists a positive integer M such
 .  .that h n is finite for m s 1, 2, . . . , M y 1 and h n is infinite.m M
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 3. Suppose conditions 4 ] 8 , 12 , and H hold. Then e¨ery
 . < <solution of Eq. E is either oscillatory or satisfies lim inf y s 0.1 nª` n
 4Proof. Suppose on the contrary that y is a nonoscillatory solution ofn
 . < <  4Eq. E such that lim inf y ) 0. Hence, by Theorem 2, y satisfies1 nª` n n
 .  .conditions 9 and 10 . Furthermore there exist n G n and m , m ) 01 0 1 2
< < <  . <  .  .such that y G m and f y G m for n G n . Hence, from 8 and 9n 1 n 2 1
we find
ay1 ` aq1< < < <a D y D y a D y g y , y .n n n s s s sq1G h n q . 0f y f y f y .  .  .nq1 s sq1ssnq1
G h n G 0 for n G n , 13 .  .0 1
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and hence
D y G ay1ra , h1r a n f 1r a y G ay1ra h1r a n f 1r a y . 14 .  .  .  .  .n n 0 nq1 n 0 n
 .  .From 12 and 14 , we have
` aq1< <a D y g y , y .s s s sq1 f y f y .  .s sq1ssnq1
` aq1.r ah s .0G l s h n , n G n . 15 .  . 1 11raasssnq1
 .  .If M s 1 in Condition H , then the right-hand side of 15 is infinite. This
 .is a contradiction to 9 .
 .  .Next, it follows from 13 and 15 that
a
a D y .n n G h n q lh n 16 .  .  .0 1f y .nq1
and as before we obtain
 .aq1 raaq1` `< <a D y g y , y h s q lh s .  .  .s s s sq1 0 1G l  1r af y f y a .  .s sq1 sssnq1 ssnq1
s lh n , n G n . .2 1
 .  .If M s 2 in Condition H , then once again we get a contradiction to 9 .
A similar argument yields a contradiction for any integer M ) 2. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
 .Next we consider the case r ' 0. We shall use the equation number ?n 0
 . `to denote the case r ' 0. Note that in this case h n s  q .n 0 ssnq1 s
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4. Suppose that 5 ] 8 , 12 , and Condition H hold. Then
 .e¨ery solution of Eq. E is oscillatory.1 0
w xProof. The proof can be modelled as that of Theorem 3.3 of 6 and
hence the details are omitted.
 .Finally, we give an oscillation result for Eq. E without additional1 0
 . w xrestriction 8 . As in Theorem 3.4 of 6 , here also we do not need the
 .assumption that h n G 0 for sufficiently large n.0
 .  .THEOREM 5. Let a s oddrodd and conditions 5 ] 7 hold. If
` y`




1ran h s .0
lim s ` 18 .  /anª` sssn0
 .are satisfied, then e¨ery solution of Eq. E is oscillatory.1 0
 4  .Proof. Let y be an eventually positive solution of E . It followsn 1 0
 .  .from the proof of Theorem 2 that 10 holds. From 10 we find0 0
a
a D y .n n G h n , n G n , .0 0f y .nq1
and hence
1ra
D y h n .n 0G , n G n .01ra  /af y . nnq1
Summing the last inequality from n to n, we get0
n n
1ra1raD y rf y G h s ra . 19 .  .  . . i iq1 0 s
ssnisn 00
 .  .We define h t s y q t y n D y , n F t F n q 1. If D y G 0, then y Fn n n n
 .h t F y andnq1
D y h9 t D y .n nF F . 20 .1r a 1ra 1raf y f h t f y .  .  . .nq1 n
 .  .  .  .If D y - 0, then y F h t F y and 20 also holds. From 19 and 20n nq1 n
we obtain
1ran` du dh t h s .  .nq1 0G G . 21 .H H1r a 1ra  /af u f h t .  . .  .h n n s0 0 ssn0
 . ` 1ra  .  .Let G u s H dtrf t . Then 21 implies thatu
1ra` h s .0
G h n G , . . 0  /asssn0
 .  .which contradicts 18 . Similarly, one can prove that E does not possess1 0
eventually negative solutions. The proof is complete.
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